Digital Learning - How to Make it Happen.
How to build a Maths Quiz - Code Along 3rd - 7th Oct

Step 1 - Logging In
https://x.thunkable.com/login
Sign in with email button
Type in preferred email address (this will allow all work to be saved)
Click “email me the link”
Follow the link sent to your email (it may go to junk) and your Thunkable account will open

Step 2 - Create a new project
Create new App
Name your Project - I will be calling mine ‘Quiz’
Category - i will be selecting games
The other settings stay pre set
Select “create” and your new project will load

Step 3 - Let’s look at the screen
Thunkable is an incredible tool. It brings together design and coding using block code (not too
dissimilar to Scratch)
Our first screen in ‘Design’. It is easy to switch from ‘Design’ to ‘Blocks’ using the tabs along the
top.
“Design” Screen
When in the ‘design’ screen there are a few things to be aware off. The first sections to take
note of is ‘add components’, this is where you will find all of the things you can add to your

screen including ‘buttons’, ‘images’, ‘animations’ and ‘text input’. To add these to our screen we
simple drag them onto our screen in the position that we want. If we want to edit the
components we will then use the settings bar on the right hand side. Each of the components
have individual settings. The last part of the design screen that is important to mention is the
‘Screen’ section, this is where we can add extra screens. If you consider the app you use daily,
they tend to have a home screen, possible a loading screen or a game screen. Each of these
screen with have different ‘design’ and ‘coding’ to make sure they all work correctly.

“Block” Screen
Along the top you can navigate to each screen. As we said before, each screen will have
different ‘coding blocks’
On the left of the screen you will see the components that you added to the screen. Some of
these components have their own special ‘coding blocks’ that can be added. Underneath the
specific components is ‘core’, this is where we find the most common coding blocks that will
help us instruct the screen on how to work. Lastly, we have ‘app features’ which will allow us to
add any special code to the app.

Step 4 - Let’s start our quiz build
Our Quiz will have 4 screens and we will work through one at a time.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Splash Screen
Welcome Screen
Quiz Screen
Quiz Finish Screen

The names we give to each screen, component and app are really important. Anyone should be
able to pick up your app and have an idea of what you are trying to achieve and follow your train
of thought.

Screen 1 - Splash Screen Design
We are going to start with Screen 1 - Splash Screen
First we will rename the screen by clicking the three dots on the right hand side of the screen,
clicking rename and naming the screen, ‘Splash Screen’

Next, we want to add components to our screen. On our Splash Screen we are going to add an
animation to start us off. Drag the animation component from the left of the page onto your
screen. You can edit the size of your animation just as you would on word by dragging the
corners (alternatively you can modify the size of your animation on the right had side).
To find an animation i am going to use a website called Lottie Files
(https://lottiefiles.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwgO2XBhCaARIsANrW2X2N_c5x74Vv-S2V7ufcOLlcPG6Ka-aU_hSuO-9CFzucfOpNkliDB0aAuaDEALw_wcB).
We can search a keyword, select the animation we like and copy the URL link. We can then go
onto the animation component, click insert and then copy in that URL.
We can also change the background colour of the screen, today I will change mine to blue.

Screen 2 - Welcome Screen Design
Our next step is to add our next screen. Along the top, next to Splash Screen, click the +
button.
You will now see a blank screen. We must rename the screen, as before using the three dots on
the settings at the right hand side of the page. This Screen will be called ‘Welcome Screen’.

Using the settings on the right hand side, we are now going to change the background colour of
the Welcome screen. We can go to our previous page, and copy the hex value from the colour
selector, and then copy this value into our new page.
To our welcome screen we will add one components: a button.
Drag the button onto the screen. Using the settings for the button we are going to change some
things.
We will change the name of the button to Start Button
We will change the text inside the button to say ‘Start’

Splash Screen Blocks
For each component there are component specific blocks that can be used by clicking on the
component name. You can see now why the naming of the components was so important.
As well as this we have a list of different general categories that all have blocks attached to
them.
To see all the available blocks you can click on either the component or the category. Just like
Scratch and Hour of Code the blocks all join together like a jigsaw.

We will start by adding blocks specific to this ‘splash screen’. Click Splash Screen to see our
options.

Select this block and drag it onto your page.
Select ‘control’ add a ‘wait _ seconds’ block and change the number to ‘3’
Next, add a ‘navigate to…’ block and use the drop down list to select ‘Welcome Screen’

Now when the animation has finished we will be brought to the welcome screen so that the quiz
can begin.

Screen 3 - Quiz Screen Design
We will now create a placeholder quiz screen to link the button on the welcome page to. So as
we have done before, click on the + icon at the top and create a new screen, then rename this
Quiz Screen. We will set the background colour to the same blue we have been using.

Welcome Screen Blocks
Now it is time to work on the Coding for the second screen. We need to activate the ‘Start’
button.
Click on Start Button to see the coding block options for the button
Select this block

Once we click the start button we want the quiz to start so we need to add the block that says
‘Navigate to…’ then we can use the drop down list to select the page ‘QuizScreen’
Your coding on this page should now look like this

TEST
We can now test our application. If you click on the web preview button at the top, we can check
if the Splash Screen navigates after 3 seconds, and then that the button on the welcome screen
takes you to the quiz screen.

Screen 3 - Quiz Screen Design
To our QuizScreen we will add four components
●
●

Label
Button x 3

Add a label to your screen.
We will also centre this text. Go along to the options and click text align, then centre.
Delete the text in the label and rename the label to Question
Next add 3 buttons - these will be your multiple choice answers that the user can select from.
Tip - Once you have added and edited one button you can then just ‘duplicate’ (copy) that
button and drag it under the first one.
They should all be the same size
You can select the colour (make sure the text inside is easy to read)

Making Quiz Questions
Next we are going to start creating our quiz questions.
If you go down to the data tab on the left had side and click on that, it will take you to data
sources. Then click on the plus icon:

Then select Create New, and then Create your own table.

We can call this table something relevant, like questions.
This will create us a table with two columns, we want to add another 3, so we have 5 columns in
total. We can then rename them the following:

It’s now time to populate the questions table. We will add a question with 3 multiple choice
answers, and then in the final field put what the correct answer is. Example questions could look
like this. We will add 4 questions.

Screen 4 - Finish Screen Design
We are going to add a final new screen.
Rename your screen to Finish Screen
Set your background colour - I am still using blue

To our QuizScreen we will add two components
●
●

Label
Button

Drag you label onto the screen.
Change the name to ‘Score
Add the text ‘...’ to your label
Drag your button onto the screen
Change the name to ‘Finish
Add the text ‘Finish’
Make sure you are happy with the background colour and font colour for your button.

Screen 3 - Quiz Screen Blocks
To make the quiz page work correctly we need it to perform four main tasks:
1. Load the questions in from our table
2. Format them correctly
3. Display a question
4. Check the answer
In Thunkable, we can split small pieces of functionality into thinks called functions. We will split
these 4 main tasks into 4 functions. Let’s make the first one.
Loading in questions
We will start by bringing a function in, and renaming it setupQuestions.
We will then start by creating and initializing our 3 main variables. questionList, questionIndex
and Score.

We will also need to understand what these variables mean.
• The questionList is pretty self-explanatory, it is a list of all the questions.
• The questionIndex is a value we use to know what question we are on.
• Score is the users score, and numberOfQuestions is the number of questions

We will then need to create a loop, and the purpose of this loop is to run through the questions
in the table that we created, and put these into a list that is stored in our application. We will turn
each question into an object, before adding it to the question list.
So we have a list of objects, and each object is a question.

This empty loop is saying in English, I is equal to 1. Starting at 1, loop through this until we
reach the number of rows in the question table (3), and every time we start the loop again, add
1 onto i. So because we know there is 3 questions in the table, this will loop 3 times.
We will now say that we want to add the question into the questionList:

And inside this as clause, we will call a new function which will create an object for the question.
We will now need to create this function.
createObject
Start by creating an empty function. Once we have created a function, we want to click on the
settings icon at the top of it. This will bring up the inputs tab.

Change the name of the input name from x to rowNumber, and drag this into the inputs block:

This means that we will be able to pass a value into this function. So we will be passing in the
number of the question that we want to create the object for.
The steps we will have to perform in this function are the following:
1. Create empty object
2. Get the question from the table and add it to our object
3. Get the three answers from the table and add it to our object
4. Get the correct answer and add it to the object
5. Return the new object
We will start by creating the empty object:

We will then get the question from the table and add it to our object:

So this is setting the property question, to the Question that correlates to our rowNumber in the
table.
We will then do the same for all 3 answers, then the correct answer:

Then finally, we will return the object that we have created:

We can now to back to our loadQuestion function, and call this createObject function inside of
the loop we left.

The next function we will set up is to setup the question for displaying to the user:
setupQuestion
Start by creating an empty function:

Now we want to set the Question Label to the question that the user is currently on, remember
this is what the questionIndex is used for:

We can then do the same for the text on all of the buttons:

The last function that we need to create is the checkAnswer function.

checkAnswer
As always, we start with an empty function with the input myAnswer.

We will start by creating an if statement. If the answer given to the function is the same as the
correct one from the table, we will increase the users score by 1.

We then want to display the next question in the quiz for the user, so we will change add 1 onto
the questionIndex.
We also need to check that the user hasn’t just completed the last question in the quiz. We will
create an if statement. If the question index is greater than the number of questions, we will
navigate the user to the QuizFinishScreen.

The last thing we have to do in this function is call the setupQuestion function. This is because,
now that we have changed the index to move onto the next question, we need to update all of
the text boxes and buttons on the page.

Now that we have finished all of the functions, we need to make sure they are all called in the
appropriate order to make the quiz page run as it should.
We will start by saying that when the QuizScreen opens, load the questions in(loadQuestions
function) and setup the first question(setupQuestion function):

We then need to say that when any of the answer buttons are clicked, call the check answer
function, and pass in the text of that given answer button:

Screen 4 - Quiz Finish Screen Blocks
First we will code the ‘finish button’
Click the finish button component to view the specific blocks. Add this block

Then in control find the ‘navigation block’ and use the drop down list to select the ‘Welcome
Screen’

We then want to display the users score to them, we will do this by getting the score from the
app variable score, and comparing it to the variable numberOfQuestions. Your code should look
like the following:

Test Again!
We have now completed all of the steps for a fully functioning quiz. We can now go onto web
preview, and make sure our quiz works as it should.

Congratulations, you have successfully created a Maths Quiz from scratch!

